during salt stress exposure. Measurements were performed with tubers of comparable size one day after leaf sampling (20 dpi, days post-stress initiation) and at the end of the experiment (58 dpi). Due to the strong reduction in tuber yield at the end of the experiment, only small tubers were investigated at both time points. Black bars, salt stress treatment; white bars, control treatment. Data represent the means ± SE of 4-5 individual plants. Statistically significant differences in starch content between salt stressed and control plants in a t-test with P < 0.05 are indicated by diamonds.
. Effects of salt treatment on potassium content and the potassium/ sodium ratio in source leaves. Left panels represent middle leaves (leaf 8); right panels represent bottom leaves (leaf 11). Samples were collected 19 days after the onset of treatments (salt stress, black bars; control, white bars) and data represent the means ± SE of 4 individual plants. Data were analyzed by t-test; significant differences between the transgenic lines and the wild type within a treatment are indicated by a black asterisk (control treatment) or a white asterisk (stress treatment), while diamonds indicate significant differences between control and salt stress within a genotype (P < 0.05). G1P/G6P, glucose-1-P to glucose-6-P ratio. Data represent the means ± SE of 4-5 individual leaves. Data were analyzed by t-test; significant differences between the transgenic lines and the wild type within a treatment are indicated by a black asterisk (control treatment) or a white asterisk (stress treatment), while diamonds indicate significant differences between control and salt stress within a genotype (P < 0.05). Data were analyzed by t-test; significant differences between the transgenic lines and the wild type within a treatment are indicated by a black asterisk (control treatment) or a white asterisk (stress treatment), while diamonds indicate significant differences between control and salt stress within a genotype (P < 0.05). significant differences between the transgenic lines and the wild type within a treatment are indicated by a black asterisk (control treatment) or a white asterisk (stress treatment), while diamonds indicate significant differences between control and salt stress within a genotype (P < 0.05).
